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Drew hired by Bucks

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Larry Drew wasn’t out of work for long.

The former Hawks head coach was hired by the Bucks only three days after he was informed by the Hawks that he would not
have his contract renewed. The Hawks hired Mike Budenholzer on Tuesday, a day before Drew had a second interview with
the Bucks.

“After a thorough search and interview process, it was clear to us that Larry’s track record in Atlanta, along with his
experience as an assistant coach and player, make him the right choice to lead our club,” Bucks general manager John
Hammond said in a statement. “We look forward to what he will bring this franchise, and we welcome him and his family to
Milwaukee.”

When reached Friday, Drew declined immediate comment.

Drew, 55, spent the past three seasons as head coach of the Hawks. He led the franchise to the playoffs in each season
with a vastly different roster. He had a 128-102 (.557) regular-season record and reached 100 wins the second-earliest
among coaches in Hawks history (173 games). Only Lenny Wilkens (166) reached the mark in fewer games.

Drew ranks seventh on the franchise’s win list. He served as an assistant coach with the Hawks for six seasons before
taking over as head coach.

The Bucks asked for permission to speak to Drew, although he was still under contract with the Hawks, while general
manager Danny Ferry interviewed other candidates.

“There is not a sadness,” Drew told The Atlanta Journal-Constitution in May. “This is a business. We left open that this could
evolve back. If it doesn’t, I have to move on. That’s how this business works. I knew that. Nine years is a good run.”

Drew and Rockets assistant Kelvin Sampson were the finalists for the Bucks job.
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Drew did not immediately return messages, but told the AJC last week that he was excited about getting a second interview
with the Bucks. The Pistons also had an interest in speaking to Drew.

“I have to go on like I’m not going to be back. I have taken that approach from the very beginning. I’m going into this whole
interview process with that in mind.

“This is what you hope for, that a team has an interest in you.”

In his initial interview with the Bucks, Drew spoke to Bucks owner Herb Kohl, Hammond, assistant general manager Jeff
Weltman, director of scouting Billy McKinney and director of player personnel Dave Babcock.
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Posted by -Melvin- at 10:37 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Congrat to LD...

Posted by RamonReturns at 10:46 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Happy for LD. With over 30 teams in the NBA, there's no way that he didn't deserve another shot at coaching. Especially
when you compare it to the terrible job that Collins did in Philly.
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Posted by KeyserSoze at 10:56 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Congratulations to Coach LD !
He grew each year as a Head Coach during his stay with the Hawks.

When Danny Ferry came in as GM;
it was all but a done deal, Danny was gonna get his own guy.

I feel that DF and Larry worked well together with both really knowing
how the the final outcome would work out.

LD is a really good offensive mind;
who needs a hard nosed defensive coordinator.

It will also be good for him to start out with all new fresh faces.
No history - new beginning for he and the players.

Good Luck and best wishes Coach Larry Drew.
G`dad

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 11:07 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Congrats LD! You proved me wrong when I said no other franchise would hire you. Way to land on your feet.

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 11:09 p.m. May. 31, 2013
Report Abuse

Also congrats to Josh Powell, Jason Collins, Jannero Pargo and DeShawn Stevenson... you all have a chance to make an
NBA roster next season!

Posted by GramblingStateRealGSU at 10:11 a.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Glad to hear it!

Posted by Blodus at 11:50 a.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

So glad he is out..a coach with no emotions....he's very boring.
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Posted by Iluvnutella at 11:54 a.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Perfect hire, a middlin coach for a middlin team.

Posted by Blast at 12:36 p.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Happy for Drew, he deserved another head coaching job. 

Wishing Mookie a speedy recovery! Please pray for him and his family.

Posted by Moses99 at 12:37 p.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

WOW! I should have went into Coaching Basketball! It does not take much to make vanilla ice cream!
I guess the Bucks are content with be average!

Posted by SWAT_Native at 1:57 p.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Congrats to LD. He deserved another shot.

Posted by vanbenton at 4:59 p.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Congrats to Larry Drew! I think he did a good job with what he inherited even though he was part of the original system! A
new direction for the Hawks is a good thing! I like Danny Ferry and trust he has the Hawks best interest in mind! I also trust
that the private discussion between Larry Drew and Danny Ferry were better than the public view of the transaction. Good
luck Larry! Let's Go Hawks!

Posted by Sameba at 7:55 p.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

WOW! I should have went into Coaching Basketball! It does not take much to make vanilla ice cream!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The best post!
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Posted by Sameba at 7:56 p.m. Jun. 1, 2013
Report Abuse

Very happy Lame Drew will never return as Hawks coach, even as an assistant...

Posted by MisterBoo at 12:00 p.m. Jun. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

LD is a good man and good coach. He did his best with what he had & truth be told achieved more then was expected,
especially this yr. 

LD will be as asset to the Bucks. Of course, we did get a good man in here, its just the business of the game.

Posted by Harpie at 7:17 p.m. Jun. 2, 2013
Report Abuse

What a joke - 2.5 million a year for doing something that you SUCK at! Good luck to those poor Milwaukee players and fans...
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